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Abstrat. Explanation losure (EC) axioms were previously introdued as a means

of solving the frame problem. This paper provides a thorough demonstration of

the power of EC ombined with ation losure (AC) for reasoning about dynami

worlds, by way of Sandewall's test suite of 12-or-so problems [29{31℄. Sandewall's

problems range from the \Yale turkey shoot" (and variants) to the \stu�y room"

problem, and were intended as a test and hallenge for nonmonotoni logis of a-

tion. The EC/AC-based solutions for the most part do not resort to nonmonotoni

reasoning at all, yet yield the intuitively warranted inferenes in a diret, transpar-

ent fashion. While there are good reasons for ultimately employing nonmonotoni

or probabilisti logis { e.g., pervasive unertainty and the quali�ation problem

{ this does show that the sope of monotoni methods has been underestimated.

Subsidiary purposes of the paper are to larify the intuitive status of EC axioms in

relation to ation e�et axioms; and to show how EC, previously formulated within

the situation alulus, an be applied within the framework of a temporal logi

similar to Sandewall's \disrete uent logi", with some gains in larity.

1 Introdution

Explanation losure (EC) axioms are omplementary to e�et axioms. For

instane, just as we an introdue e�et axioms stating that painting or wall-

papering a wall (with appropriate preonditions) hanges its olor, we an

also introdue an EC axiom stating that a hange in wall olor implies that

it was painted or wallpapered. The \losure" terminology signi�es that the

alternatives given are exhaustive.

This omplementarity extends to their use: e�et axioms allow the in-

ferene of hange, and EC axioms the inferene of non-hange (persistene).

For instane, if I know that no-one has painted or wallpapered the wall,

then I an onlude that its olor has remained unaltered. As �rst noted by

Haas [15℄, EC-based persistene reasoning provides a very good handle on the

frame problem.

1

In [32℄ (heneforth Sh90) I extended Haas' work, showing

that EC-based tehniques generalize to worlds with ontinuous and agentless

1

A number of other writers have made losely related proposals, e.g., Lansky [20℄,

George� [9℄, Morgenstern & Stein [27℄.
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hange and onurrent ations, and support extremely eÆient STRIPS-like

methods for traking e�ets of suessive ations. Moreover, these methods

are entirely monotoni as long as we are only onerned with inferene of

those hanges and those explanations for hange that are a matter of \pra-

tial ertainty" (given our theory of the domain).

In view of their poteny, it is surprising that EC-based approahes did

not surfae muh sooner in the history of the frame problem. A ommonly

expressed qualm about EC axioms is that any enrihment of the (miro)world

under onsideration is likely to neessitate their revision. For instane, while

in a simple world a hange in wall olor may be attributable to painting

or wallpapering, in a more omplex world the hange may also be due to

spraying, tiling, or panelling (or even deay, et.). True enough { but it is

equally true that enrihment of a miroworld ompliates the e�et axioms.

For instane, having paint and a brush may be suÆient for suessful wall-

painting in a simple, benign world, but in a more realisti one, the painter

may be thwarted by dried-out paint, an undersize or oversize brush, injury,

interferene by other agents, et. (i.e., the quali�ation problem rops up). Yet

the fallibility of simple e�et axioms has deterred few { not even nonmono-

toni theorists { from relying on them! For instane, most formalizations of

the Yale Turkey Shoot inlude axioms asserting that loading a gun makes it

loaded, and �ring the loaded gun at Fred kills him. This is generally done

without omment or apology (exept perhaps for a perfuntory gesture to-

ward the quali�ation problem, whih is thereafter ignored).

2

Yet the idea of

turning this around and applying the same strategy to inferene of explana-

tions, given a hange, seems to our to almost no-one, and if raised, is met

with skeptiism.

I am led to believe that there are deep-seated prejudies against the idea

of reasoning dedutively against the ausal arrow, perhaps stemming in part

from the philosophial tradition on explanation. This tradition holds that

physial theories enable us to dedue resultant states and events from given

ones; while going from results to their auses is not a matter of dedution, but

a matter of generating assumptions from whih we an dedue the results.

But while reasoning against the arrow of time and ausation (retrodition,

explanation) is apt to generate more alternatives than reasoning with it (pre-

dition), there is no a priori physial or logial reason for on�ning dedution

to the forward diretion.

3

2

A notable exeption is [21℄, whih expliitly addresses the quali�ation problem

through irumsriptive minimization of preonditions. Also [13℄ addresses the

quali�ation problem via a \possible worlds approah" (see the \stu�y room"

senario below).

3

It is interesting that people versed in formal logi are apt to regard Sherlok

Holmes' \dedutions" as misnamed. Rather, they say, Holmes was reasoning in-

dutively or abdutively when he onstruted explanations for his observations.

In my view, if we are willing to grant that the inferene of a man's death is dedu-

tive, given his unimpeded fall to the pavement from the top of a skysraper, then
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But the best argument against these prejudies lies in the pratial eÆay

of EC reasoning, of whih there is growing awareness (as evidened not only

in [15℄, Sh90 and herein, but also in [5℄, [7℄, and [16℄). Here we should also

take note of an elegant and useful extension of the EC-based approah to

the frame problem developed by Reiter [28℄. Rather like Morgenstern and

Stein [27℄, he fouses on ases where the known e�et axioms haraterize all

the ways the hanges of interest an ome about (Generalized Completeness

Assumption). For suh ases, he shows how EC axioms an be derived from

e�et axioms, and ombined with them into bionditionals (\suessor state

axioms"); e.g., a wall hanges olor if and only if it is painted or wallpapered.

This mehanial derivation should allay some of the above qualms about the

lak of invariane of EC axioms when new ations are added. Reiter further

shows how to use suh axioms for sound and omplete goal regression.

4

However, I will keep e�et axioms and EC axioms separate for the sake

of generality, sine I believe that the GCA is valid only to the extent that

the \blanket losure" assumptions impliit in nonmonotoni approahes are

valid. It breaks down for realistially omplex domains, and even for some

simple worlds of interest. For instane, we may know that a robot's Goto(x)

ation brings about nextto(Robot; x). But it would be wrong to biondition-

alize this to say that nextto(Robot; x) beomes true if and only if the robot

moves next to x. After all, there may be objets near x whih the robot may

also end up next to (and these \side e�ets" may depend more or less un-

preditably on low-level path planning). Yet we an state an EC axiom that

nextto(Robot; x) beomes true only if the robot goes to some y and x = y or

x is near y; this may be quite suÆient for the persistene reasoning needed

for pratial purposes (see further details in Sh90). Sandewall's test suite

provides additional illustrations [29,30℄ (heneforth San91, San92).

5

For in-

stane, in the \stu�y room" problem (disussed at length later on), various

EC axioms are possible (without hange to the e�et axioms), depending on

how muh freedom to \it about" we want to allow objets when a vent is

bloked or unbloked (reating drafts, one imagines). In general, we annot

haraterize hanges in terms of onditions that are both neessary and suÆ-

ient for those hanges to our. When we abstrat away details in high-level

axiomatizations (e.g., by using prediates like nextto), or have only partial

knowledge of the behavior of a domain (beause of its lak of familiarity, om-

plexity, or inherent nondeterminism), then the best we an do is to provide

some (pratially ertain) postulates about suÆient onditions for hange,

and others about neessary ones.

some of Holmes' inferenes are equally dedutive. If the former is not dedutive,

then no inferenes based on world knowledge are dedutive, whether direted

forward or bakward in time.

4

The usefulness of EC axioms in planning has also beome apparent in more reent

work on SAT-planning (e.g., [14℄).

5

These publiations were preursors of the monograph Features and Fluents[31℄.
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The test suite provides an unpreedented opportunity to examine the

strengths and shortomings of various methods for reasoning about hange in

a systemati way. I will show that the approah based on EC-reasoning fares

very well indeed. Moreover, the pro�ered solutions are monotoni exept in

the ase of one variant of MCarthy's \potato in the tailpipe" problem (where

I suggest a probabilisti approah). This seems to me to all for a reassess-

ment of the proper roles of monotoni and nonmonotoni (or probabilisti)

methods in reasoning about hange. While nonmonotoni methods still re-

tain an important role in reasoning about an unertain, inompletely known

world (as the \potato in the tailpipe" problem and other instanes of the

quali�ation problem show), monotoni methods an deal straightforwardly

with many of the senarios viewed as motivating examples for nonmonotoni

methods.

The examples will also serve to illustrate a version of EC-based reasoning

within a temporal alulus loosely modelled on Sandewall's DFL (disrete

uent logi). They will further illustrate the form and importane of ation

losure (AC) axioms in the temporal alulus, and allow us to probe the

limits of the monotoni approah.

2 DFL, TC, and the test senarios

Sandewall's disrete uent logi (DFL), outlined in a preliminary way in

San91 and developed into several variants in San92 (see also [31℄), o�ers a

onise notation for time-dependent desriptions of dynami worlds. A very

interesting aspet of DFL is the theory of entailment, whose entral idea is

that an agent an view the world as inert, with all uents retaining their

values exept when fored to undergo hange by the agent's ations. (In the

model theory, eah ation has assoiated with it ertain \trajetories" of

hange for a �nite number of uents, for eah state in whih the ation may

be initiated. I will have some further remarks about this semantis later on.)

Another idea Sandewall pursues is that ations an \olude" the uents they

may a�et, for the duration of the ation; i.e., the values of oluded uents

annot be presumed to persist. A model preferene riterion may then be

employed aording to whih less oluded models and those that postpone

transparent (non-oluded) hange are preferred.

Of partiular interest for my present purposes is Sandewall's e�ort to

identify and atalogue many of the defets of extant nonmonotoni logis,

and provide old and new test problems whih bring these defets to light.

Sandewall's preliminary assessment in 1991 was that his study \: : : provides

reasons for renewed disappointment. The situation in 1991 is only marginally

di�erent from the one in 1986 [the year of the Hanks & MDermott paper℄: : :

most of the `most popular' approahes atually fail on the test senarios."

(ibid.: se. 7). In the more reent work (San92), however, the emphasis is on
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viewing various NM logis as \tools", whose utility for various purposes an

be assessed via Sandewall's inertia-world semantis.

The \temporal alulus" (TC) notation I will use emulates Sandewall's

DFL syntax to failitate omparisons. Thus it onsists of the usual �rst-order

syntax plus the following DFL-like temporal notation (but without involve-

ment of olusion): Truth of a formula ' at (moment of) time � is written

[� ℄', and truth at all times in [�

1

; �

2

℄ is written [�

1

; �

2

℄'. Also [�

1

; �

2

℄' := v

means that [�

1

℄:(' = v) and [�

2

℄' = v, i.e., the value of ' beomes v some-

where in the interval [�

1

; �

2

℄. If ' is a formula, we use ' = T and ' = F

equivalently with ' and :' respetively (as in DFL). As a semanti basis for

the notation so far, an interpretation of the uent prediates and funtions

is assumed to provide their extensions at eah moment of time. (The time

line ould be taken to be disrete or the real line.) We will also use an ation

prediate do, where [�

1

; �

2

℄do(�; �) is true or false of an agent �, ation �

and time interval [�

1

; �

2

℄, viz., the interval over whih the ation takes plae.

An interpretation of TC is assumed to speify the extension of do at all time

intervals, rather than at all times. A useful abbreviation will be

[�

1

::�

2

℄do(�; �),

whih stands for

(9�

0

1

)(9�

0

2

)[�

1

� �

0

1

� �

0

2

� �

2

℄ ^ [�

0

1

; �

0

2

℄do(�; �),

i.e., do(�; �) happens somewhere between �

1

and �

2

. Though I will mostly

use temporally annotated formulas of the types desribed, \timeless" formu-

las (e.g., speifying entity types) are also useful. These an be equivalently

thought of as true at all times, and learly the following is a sound rule of

inferene, for � any formula:

�

[t

1

;t

2

℄�

.

TC solutions to the test problems are generally more perspiuous and

onise than solutions in the situation alulus (SC). (See examples of the

latter in Sh90.) This is mainly beause the TC notation allows us to index

states of a�airs diretly via time variables, instead of requiring us to index

them via sequenes of ations. However, the most interesting di�erene lies

in the way the ation losure (AC) assumption { that all relevant ations

are known { is enoded. In SC versions, the assumption is impliit in the

funtional dependene of situations on ations. In TC versions, times (and

hene uent values at those times) are introdued independently of ations,

and so the assumption of omplete knowledge of relevant ations needs to

be stated separately. It will typially (though not always) be represented by

the \only if" part of an equivalene of form, \x did y from time t

1

to time

t

2

i� (x; y; t

1

; t

2

) is one of the following tuples...". Suh axioms will be alled

\ation hroniles" (with apologies to those, inluding Sandewall, who have

employed the term di�erently).

An important question here is whether AC assumptions are by their na-

ture exessively strong. Does it not require God-like omnisiene to know
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what all the relevant ations are that ould have a�eted the uents of in-

terest? The answer is no, provided that we are only looking for pratial

ertainty rather than absolute ertainty. The relevant ations are often ones

whih our in a very limited spatiotemporal domain, for instane in a er-

tain room during a short time interval. We often have good reasons to believe

that we know all the relevant ations within suh on�nes. For example, if we

are physially \on the sene of the ation", we an often be sure that we are

aware of all the relevant physial ations (e.g., whih objets were painted

or moved about) thanks to our pereptual and ognitive abilities; and when

there are possible relevant ations beyond our purview, we are often well

aware of just what those gaps in our knowledge are.

If we are simply being told a story, we an rely on the narrator to with-

hold nothing of relevane from us. The narrator will not neglet to mention

that Joe unloaded the gun before pulling the trigger on Fred. As Amsterdam

[1℄ argues, narrators are expeted to tell their story in a way that puts the

hearer/ reader on the sene (viariously, through the narrator's pereptions),

and this entails reporting everything of relevane that happened. To be sure,

there are many quali�ations to be made and subtleties to be explored here.

But my point is that the soure of losure in narration is the narrator, not the

hearer or God. (Formally, Amsterdam assumes that no ations ourred other

than those deduible from the narrative, or that ould have transpired dur-

ing expliitly reported lapses in the narrator's awareness. I will have further

omments on Amsterdam's proposals later.)

If instead a senario represents a plan of ation, whose onsequenes are

yet to be observed (one the plan is arried out), then learly it is the planner's

intention to shield the uents of interest from apriious disturbanes. If you

plan to kill Fred by loading the gun, aiming at Fred, and pulling the trigger,

you surely plan not to unload the gun before pulling the trigger. And if you

plan to repaint the walls a ertain olor, you surely do not intend to let others

meddle at will. Thus it is the planner who is the soure of ation losure. He

may ensure losure, for instane, by arranging to be the only agent on the

sene, or to have only o-agents who will do his bidding, or who at least an

be relied on not to interfere. That is all that is needed to justify AC axioms.

Moreover, it is an important advantage of the expliit AC approah that we

an arbitrarily delimit the spatial and temporal loations, the agents, and the

kinds of ations for whih our ation hroniles are omplete. By ontrast, NM

logis generally have muh stronger, universal ompleteness assumptions built

into their semantis, and this an lead to bizarre and unexpeted inferenes

for larger, non-transparent examples.

Of ourse, if we demand absolute reliability of our axioms, then God-like

omnisiene is indeed required; after all, even the most arefully insulated and

ontrolled setting is subjet to freak ourrenes. But that is not an observa-

tion about EC or AC axioms in partiular, but about all nonlogial axioms.

Moreover, a monotoni approah to the inferene of hange and persistene
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does not prelude the addition of belief revision mehanisms, apable of re-

trating, amending, or adding to the beliefs whih form the basis for these

monotoni inferenes. When I disover that the wall I painted blue turned

green when it dried, I'll revise my e�et axioms; and if I �nd that while my

bak was turned, a prankster who had been hiding in the loset repainted the

wall red, I'll revise my ation hronile. But unless and until that happens,

I may well be best o� reasoning monotonially with \pratially ertain"

axioms.

The test senarios whih follow adhere losely to Sandewall's formula-

tions. Eah senario is desribed very briey, the intended onlusions are

indiated, and then the TC formalization is shown. Although detailed proofs

exist in all ases, the style of reasoning used to reah the desired onlusions

should be lear enough from just a few sample proofs here and there. (The

reader might in partiular look at the reasoning given for the Hiding Turkey

Senario (HTS).) I hope that the axiomatizations are suÆiently transparent

to allow the reader to reonstrut the rest. The headers are worth paying

lose attention to; they enapsulate essential dimensions of variation among

test ases, largely as identi�ed by Sandewall { dimensions often diÆult for

any one nonmonotoni logi to measure up to simultaneously.

In all of the axiomatizations, names beginning with obs, hr, eff,

exp, and ineq respetively are used for axioms desribing observations at

partiular situations or times, ation hroniles, e�et axioms, explanation

losure axioms, and inequality axioms. These names serve no theoretial pur-

pose, only a mnemoni one (unlike DFL onventions). As in Sh90, onstants

and funtions will start with an upper ase letter and variables and prediates

will be lower ase. Top-level free variables are impliitly universally quanti-

�ed (with maximal quanti�er sope). The prediate u (\unequal") takes any

number of arguments and asserts that they are pairwise distint.

Predition: Yale Turkey Shoot (YTS)

There are two truth-valued uents, a (alive) and l (loaded). Initially the

turkey is alive and the gun not loaded. The agent loads, waits and �res.

Loading brings about l (from prior state :l or l), and �ring brings about :a

and :l provided that l held prior to it. We wish to onlude that at the end

of �ring, :a holds (the turkey is not alive).

I will slightly embellish the usual ation repertoire to inlude Unload,

Spin, and Chopnek, for illustration and for onsisteny with later variants.

For simpliity Chopnek has been given no preonditions and the e�et axiom

for Unload has been omitted, sine these ations play no role here.

obs1 [0℄a ^ :l

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; y), (t

1

; t

2

; y) 2 f(4; 6; Load); (10; 12; F ire)g

e�1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; Load)) [t

2

℄l

e�2 [t

1

℄l ^ [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; F ire)) [t

2

℄(:a ^ :l)
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e�3 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; Chopnek)) [t

2

℄:a

exp1 [t

1

; t

2

℄l := T ) [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Joe; Load) _ [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Joe; Spin)

exp2 [t

1

; t

2

℄l := F ) (9y 2 fFire; Unload; Sping)[t

1

::t

2

℄do(Joe; y)

exp3 [t

1

; t

2

℄a := F ) (9t

0

1

)[t

1

� t

0

1

� t

2

^ [t

0

1

℄l ^ [t

0

1

::t

2

℄do(Joe; F ire)℄

_ [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Joe; Chopnek)

ineq1 u(Load; Unload; F ire; Spin; Chopnek)

Reasoning: We infer [4℄:l by noting [0℄:l and that if [4℄l were true, a Load

or Spin ation would have had to our between times 0 and 4, by exp1.

But this is ruled out by hr1. Hene by hr1 and eff1, [6℄l. Similarly [10℄a

sine if this were false we would have had a Fire or Chopnek ation between

times 0 and 10 by exp3, ontrary to hr1 and ineq1.

Now we infer [10℄l in muh the same way, using the fat that its falsity

would imply a Fire, Unload, or Spin ation by exp2, whih an be ruled

out by hr1. Hene by hr1 & eff2, [12℄(:a ^ :l). :l is easily shown to

persist. :a will persist if we add [t℄(:a ^ d � 0)) [t+ d℄:a. 2

Though super�ially lose to Sandewall's axiomatization, the TC version

makes signi�antly stronger assumptions at the outset. For instane, hr1

leaves Joe inative between loading and �ring, and this together with exp2

ensures that the gun remains loaded. But in the DFL version, this is a de-

feasible hronile ompletion inferene. Should it be? Suppose the problem

spei�ation inluded the statement, \Between loading and �ring, another

ation either did or did not take plae". Intuitively, this bloks the inferene

that the gun remained loaded { despite the fat that the added statement is

logially vauous (a tautology)!

Clearly, it is a mistake to simply render the given English sentenes as

diretly as possible in some logi, and then make it a matter of the semantis

of that logi to deliver the intuitively required onlusions. How ould any

reasonable logi have entailments defeasible by tautologies? This one again

raises the important question of \what's in a problem statement". As noted

earlier, Amsterdam [1℄ drew attention to the role of narrative onventions

in story-like problem statements, in partiular the requirement that the au-

thor relate everything his audiene would have observed under the reported

irumstanes { exept perhaps events that transpired during expliitly re-

ported lapses of attention (e.g., where the author indiates that some time

passed, or says \I blaked out for a moment", et.). This is formally written

as UA

t

, i.e., it is unknown whether ation A ourred.

It is interesting to note that Amsterdam's assumption about what ations

did and did not our is losely related to the AC assumption. Stated a

little more fully than before, his assumption is that an ation A ourred

at t if A

t

is provable, and did not our if neither A

t

nor UA

t

is provable.

My AC assumption is omputationally less problemati: it says that all the

ations that bear on the uents of interest are expliitly known, without

invoking provability. Also, Amsterdam makes an assumption losely related

to EC: roughly speaking, hanges that are provable e�ets of provable ations
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(aording to some theory of what onstitutes an \e�et") de�nitely ourred,

and no hange ourred unless it is the e�et of some A

t

, where A

t

or UA

t

is provable. (For the exat formulation, see [1℄.) Amsterdam notes that his

approah fails to allow for ations whih people regard as \obvious" inferenes

from ertain state hanges. His example is one where a harater is sitting

by the �replae in one sentene and standing by the door in the next. These

are preisely the ation inferenes supplied by EC!

Amsterdam's attempt to apture narrative onventions by nonmonotoni

ation and e�et losure and the modal U operator is interesting, but it re-

mains to be seen how far it an be taken. Besides omputational intratability

and the problem about ation inferene noted by Amsterdam, there is also

the problem that real stories allow for many ations and events that are nei-

ther entailed by the story nor oluded by lapses in the narrator's attention.

For instane, it ertainly seems possible in a story like Little Red Riding Hood

that the heroine hopped over a small reek, or glaned at some birds overhead

on her way to Grandmother's house, even though nothing in the story entails

this or even suggests that this may have ourred. The narrator simply did

not judge suh events relevant, and therefore, abiding by the Griean maxim,

omitted them. The view taken here is that narrative impliatures and do-

main reasoning are separable phenomena, and that it is therefore worthwhile

to study domain reasoning methods as far as possible independently of story

understanding. This means that we begin by extrating all of the informa-

tion intuitively onveyed by a narrative { the positive as well as the negative,

the asserted as well as the \onversationally impliated" information { while

setting aside the question of exatly how the narration managed to onvey

that information. Only then do we ask what follows from what we have been

told.

Regardless of strategy, however, what is important about Amsterdam's

work is its reognition of the importane of narrative onventions and maxims

in shaping what we take a story to imply. Muh of the heated debate about

whih nonmonotoni logi is the right one for hronile ompletion seems

attributable to the neglet of information impliitly onveyed through these

onventions and maxims, or misguided attempts to make this information

fall out of the logi.

Retrodition: the Stanford Murder Mystery (SMM)

The world is the same as for the YTS, but the gun is initially loaded, �ring

and waiting are performed in suession, and then the turkey is not alive. We

are to infer that the gun was initially loaded, and the turkey was not alive

after �ring (prior to the wait).

obs1 [0℄a

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; y), (t

1

; t

2

; y) = (10; 12; F ire)

obs2 [14℄:a
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e�1{ineq1 as above (YTS)

Ambiguous predition: the Ferryboat Connetion Problem (FCP)

A motoryle M goes from F , some loation on island Fyen, to the ferry

landing L, and gets there between times 99 and 101. If it gets there before

time 100, it will ath the ferry and be in Jutland (J) as of time 110, otherwise

it stays at L. We are to infer that at time 110, M is either on L or on J (but

should not infer one or the other).

Atually, Sandewall's DFL formalization makes the problem a little harder

by saying, in e�et:

At time 0, the bike is on Fyen. At some time T between 99 and 101,

the bike arrives at the landing. If its arrival T is before time 100, then

the bike gets on board the ferry at time 100. If the bike is on board

at time 105, it arrives on Jutland at time 110.

I will use a similar enoding for the TC version. The TC version assumes

more, but, I will argue, rightly so.

obs1 [0℄on(M;F )

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(M; y), [(t

1

; t

2

; y) = (0; T;GotoL)℄

_ [T < 100 ^ (t

1

; t

2

; y) = (100; 101; Board)℄

_ [T � 100 ^ T � t

1

� t

2

� 110 ^ y =Wait℄

obs2 99 � T � 101

e�1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(M;GotoL) ) [t

2

℄on(M;L)

e�2 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(M;Board) ) [t

2

℄on(M;B)

e�3 [105℄on(M;B)) [110℄on(M;J)

e�4 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(M;Wait) ^ [t

1

℄on(M; y)) [t

1

; t

2

℄on(M; y)

exp1 [t

1

; t

2

℄on(M;B) := F ) [t

1

::t

2

℄do(M;Unboard)

ineq1 u(GotoL;Board; Unboard;Wait)

Reasoning: Suppose T < 100. Then by hr1, [100; 101℄do(M;Board) and

hene by eff2, [101℄on(M;B). By exp1, if [105℄:on(M;B) then [101::105℄do(M;Unboard),

whih an be seen to be false from hr1(aording to whih there are no a-

tions beginning at time 101 or later if T < 100). Hene [105℄on(M;B), and

so by eff3, M gets to Jutland at time 110.

Now suppose T � 100. Then by hr1 & obs2, [T; 110℄do(M;Wait).

(Likewise for all subintervals of [T; 110℄, but that doesn't interest us.) Also

by hr1, [0; T ℄do(M;GotoL) and hene by eff1, [T ℄on(M;L). So by eff4,

[T; 110℄on(M;L).

Clearly there is no basis for supposing either T < 100 or T � 100, and no

unequivoal �nal loation for M an be obtained. 2

I said above that the TC version assumes more than Sandewall's DFL ver-

sion. I was referring to the use of Unboard in the reasoning. The explanation

losure axiom giving Unboarding as an explanation for on(M;B) beoming
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false (i.e., exp1) is not just an embellishment but is essential to the inferene

that one M in on board, it stays on board till time 110.

I laim that this is an entirely reasonable assumption { in fat, that the

desired onlusion about ending up at L or J should not be reahed based

on the information assumed by Sandewall. To illustrate the point, I will give

a few syntati variants of the \story" whih lead to di�erent onlusions.

At time 0, Albert is at home and hungry (state F ).

At some time T between 99 and 101, Albert arrives (hungry) in the

foyer of his favorite restaurant (state L).

If his arrival time T is before time 100, then he gets seated (still

hungry) at time 100 (state B). (Maybe the manager usually holds a

table for him till then, or maybe with the random omings and goings

of ustomers it just happens to work out that way).

If he is seated and still hungry at time 105, he is seated and not

hungry at time 110 (state J).

Can we onlude Albert is either in state L (hungry and in the foyer) or

state J (seated and not hungry) at time 110? Clearly not: he ould equally

well be in state B (seated and still hungry), after having waited for a while

in the foyer and �nally gotten a table. He ould even be in state F again

(home and hungry) after stalking out of the restaurant, or even home and

not hungry, having ordered and onsumed a pizza (this is none of F;L; J).

The point is that the onlusions we draw from even the simplest story about

persistene of states are subtly dependent on world knowledge and narrative

onventions, so we should not expet them to follow simply from super�ial

logial translations of the story sentenes.

Here are two more variants:

At time 0, the subway is at station F .

At some time T between 99 and 101, it arrives at station L.

If its arrival T is before time 100, then it gets to station B at time

100.

If it is at station B at time 105, then it gets to station J at time 110.

In this ase the alternative of still being at L seems quite unlikely. More-

over, the subway is not likely to be at J muh past time 110.

At time 0, the house is on �re (but not wet) (state F ).

At some time T between 99 and 101, the �re truk arrives and at

that point the house beomes wet and on �re (state L).

If this happened before time 100 (say, the \are point" of the �re), it

will stop being on �re (while still being wet) at time 100 (state B).

If it was wet and not on �re at time 105, it'll be dry and not on �re

at time 110. (state J).

Here again state B (wet and not on �re) an't be ruled out { the �re may

have been doused by then anyway.
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Predition from disjuntion: the Russian Turkey Shoot (RTS)

The problem di�ers from YTS only in that a Spin ation (spinning the ham-

ber of the gun) is inserted between the Wait and the Fire. The inferene that

the turkey dies should be disabled.

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; y), (t

1

; t

2

; y) 2 f(4; 6; Load); (7; 9; Spin); (10; 12; F ire)g

obs1, e�1{3, exp1{3, ineq1 as in YTS

Ambiguous retrodition: Stolen Car Problem (SCP)

At the beginning of the �rst night, the ar is in my possession (expressed

by prediate p). I perform the ation of \leaving the ar overnight in my

garage" on two suessive nights. On the following evening, the ar is not in

my possession.

I annot lose possession of the ar during the day. One I've lost possession

of it, I an't regain it. The intended onlusion is that I lost possession of

the ar during one of the two nights (with no onlusion about whih night

it was).

To illustrate that omplete ation losure is in general unneessary, I will

merely assume that the only Leave-ar-overnight ations were those on the

given nights ([0; 2℄ and [4; 6℄), so (given that only these an lead to ar loss)

the ar ouldn't have been lost during the day. The even weaker assumption

that there were no Leave-ar-overnight ations on the given days would

have been suÆient, as well.

obs1 [0℄p

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(I;Leave-ar-overnight) ) (t

1

; t

2

) 2 f(0; 2); (4; 6)g

obs2 [8℄:p

e�1 [t

1

℄:p) [t

1

; t

2

℄:p

exp1 [t

1

; t

2

℄p := F ) [t

1

::t

2

℄do(I;Leave-ar-overnight)

Random, but probable events: Tiketed Car Problem (TCP)

In some nonmonotoni approahes to the SCP above, the theft of the ar

would be treated as an exeptional event, and this will a�et the axiomati-

zation. Therefore San92 also o�ers a variant in whih a ar left overnight in

a ertain spot is quite likely to be tiketed. Other than that, the senario and

the desired onlusions are just as in the SCP. In the EC/AC approah, the

distintion makes no di�erene so I omit the spei�s.

Logially related uents: Dead Xor Alive Problem (DXA)

This is a slight reformulation of the YTS, with \beoming not alive" replaed

by \beoming dead", and the equivalene axiom [t℄:a , [t℄d added (where
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d means \dead"). Suh logial onnetions lead to \autorami�ations" (in

Sandewall's terminology). In our monotoni approah the reformulation leads

unproblematially to the onlusion that the turkey is d (and hene :a) after

�ring, and no sooner, muh as before.

Logially related uents: Walking Turkey Problem (WTP)

This is another slight variant of the YTS, in whih the turkey is initially

known to be walking (w) (but it is not expliitly given that he is alive), and

the onditional [t℄w ) [t℄a is known. We are to onlude that the turkey is

not walking after the �ring. We easily infer [0℄a from [0℄w and reason as in

YTS, onluding [10℄a and [12℄:a and hene [12℄:w by the ontrapositive of

the new onditional.

Predition from disjuntion: Hiding Turkey Senario (HTS)

In this variant of Sandewall's, the turkey may or may not be deaf, and if it is

not, it goes into hiding when the gun is loaded (where it is initially unhidden).

Gun-loading, waiting, and �ring take plae in suession as in the YTS, but

�ring only kills the turkey if it is not hiding.

The intended onlusion is that at the end of �ring, the turkey is either

deaf and not alive, or nondeaf and alive. Sandewall points out that this prob-

lem onfutes methods like Kautz's [19℄ whih unonditionally prefer later

hanges to earlier ones (and so leave the turkey unhidden and hene deaf

and doomed). In an EC-based approah, this variant is quite analogous to

the RTS. We add an e�et axiom that Hide brings about h (eff4), and EC

axioms that only Hide and Unhide an bring about h and :h respetively

(exp3, exp4). We further add an assumption stating that if Fred is ever deaf,

then he always was and always will be deaf (eff5).

6

I will represent the gunman's (Joe's) and the turkey's (Fred's) ations by

separate hroniles for larity (hr1 and hr2).

obs1 [0℄a ^ :l ^ :h

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; y), (t

1

; t

2

; y) 2 f(4; 6; Load); (10; 12; F ire)g

hr2 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Fred; y), [[5℄:d ^ (t

1

; t

2

; y) = (7; 9; Hide)℄

e�1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; Load)) [t

2

℄l

e�2 [t

1

℄(l ^ :h) ^ [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; F ire)) [t

2

℄(:a ^ :l)

e�3 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; Chopnek)) [t

2

℄:a

e�4 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Fred;Hide)) [t

2

℄h

e�5 [t

1

℄d) [t

2

℄d

exp1 [t

1

; t

2

℄l := F ) (9y 2 fFire; Unload; Sping)[t

1

::t

2

℄do(Joe; y)

6

On a more areful analysis, the events ausing or remedying deafness are like

those ausing or remedying a plugged ar exhaust (see \Improbable disturbanes"

below). However, for the purposes of the present senario it seems reasonable to

treat deafness and nondeafness as permanent.
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exp2 [t

1

; t

2

℄a := F ) (9t

0

1

)[t

1

� t

0

1

� t

2

^ [t

0

1

℄(l ^ :h) ^ [t

0

1

::t

2

℄do(Joe; F ire)℄

_ [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Joe; Chopnek)

exp3 [t

1

; t

2

℄h := T ) [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Fred;Hide)

exp4 [t

1

; t

2

℄h := F ) [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Fred; Unhide)

ineq1 u(Load; Unload; F ire; Spin; Chopnek;Hide; Unhide)

Reasoning: Suppose the turkey is initially deaf, [0℄d. Then he is still deaf after

the Load by eff5, hene he fails to Hide after the Load (or indeed, at any

time) by hr2. Sine he is initially unhidden aording to obs1, he remains

unhidden by exp3(et.), so that in partiular [10℄:h. Likewise the l property

inferrable at time 6 from the Load ation and eff1 persists by EC-reasoning

to time 10. Hene the Fire ation is fatal by eff2, and so [12℄:a and [12℄d

(after another appliation of eff5).

On the other hand, if the turkey is not initially deaf, he is still nondeaf

at time 5 during the Load (by the ontrapositive of eff5). Hene Fred Hides

during [7; 9℄ by hr2. He remains hidden through the subsequent ations by

EC-reasoning based on exp4, in partiular [10℄h. After proving persistene

of a from the initial state to time 10 in the usual way, we an also prove its

persistene through the Fire ation from exp2. Thus [12℄a and [12℄:d in this

ase (after another appliation of eff5). The assumption of initial deafness

or non-deafness an eah be made onsistently, so that we an only infer the

disjuntion of the orresponding onlusions. 2

Improbable disturbanes: Potato in the Tailpipe (TPP)

Initially the ar engine is not running (:r). The ation of attempting to start

the ar is performed. On the assumption that there is usually no potato in

the tailpipe (prediate p is usually false), and that the ar will start if there

isn't, we are to onlude that the ar will start.

Sandewall approximates the premise that there is usually no potato in

the tailpipe by saying that there is no potato in the tailpipe at time 0, by

default. Default axioms are used only for �nal ranking of the most preferred

models of the remaining axioms, and thus may be violated.

Ordinary �rst-order logi annot express expliitly unertain premises

(suh as ones involving \usually") and so annot aurately model reason-

ing based upon them. To my mind the most attrative approah to unertain

reasoning is one based on diret inferene of epistemi probabilities (i.e., prob-

abilities for partiular propositions) from \statistial" generalizations (e.g.,

[2℄, [3℄, [6℄, [17℄, [18℄). The advantage of a probabilisti approah to non-

monotoniity is that it allows systematially for degrees of belief, and that

it an provide a oherent basis for deision-making by an intelligent agent.

The proof theory for diret inferene is not yet fully developed, though the

known tehniques niely handle many standard examples in nonmonotoni

inheritane [6℄. The present version of the TPP seems beyond the sope of

urrent syntati proof tehniques, but an be analysed diretly in terms of
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the model theory. For illustrations of diret inferene for other variants of

TPP, see [33℄, [34℄ and [3, 180-2℄.

The following, then, is a TC-like axiomatization of TPP based on a sta-

tistial interpretation of the statement about potatoes in the tailpipe. [[t℄:p℄

t

denotes the proportion of times t at whih [t℄:p holds.

stat1 [[t℄:p℄

t

> :99

obs1 [0℄:r

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; y), (t

1

; t

2

; y) = (6; 8; Start)

e�1 [t

1

℄:p ^ [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; Start) ) [t

2

℄r

Reasoning: We appeal diretly to the model-theoreti de�nition of epistemi

probabilities [6℄. Essentially Prob([8℄rjKB), whereKB = stat1^ obs1^ hr1^ eff1,

is the proportion of models of KB in whih [8℄r holds. (More exatly, one

onsiders the limit ratio as the number of time points omprising the time

domain approahes 1.)

Let the number of interpretations of p satisfying stat1 be M (for some

�xed �nite time domain). Sine in eah of these interpretations the proportion

of time points at whih :p holds is > 99%, it is lear that more than 99%

of these interpretations, say M

0

of them where M

0

> :99M , will have [6℄:p

true in them.

Now eah of these M

0

interpretations an be extended to a model of

KB by using any interpretations of r and do that satisfy obs1^ hr1^ [8℄r.

(Note that this entire onjuntion does not involve p.) So if there are N suh

interpretations of obs1^ hr1^ [8℄r, we obtain M

0

N models of KB in whih

[6℄:p and [8℄r hold.

This leaves the remaining M �M

0

(< :01M) interpretations of stat1

to be onsidered for whih [6℄p holds. Eah of these interpretations an be

extended to a model of KB using any interpretations of r and do that satisfy

obs1^ hr1 (sine the anteedent of eff1 will always be false when [6℄p

holds, so that eff1 will be satis�ed regardless of the truth or falsity of [8℄r).

Of these interpretations of r and do, N satisfy obs1^ hr1^ [8℄r, and (as is

not hard to see) an equal number satisfy obs1^ hr1^ [8℄:r.

Thus,

Prob([8℄rjKB) =

M

0

N+(M�M

0

)N

M

0

N+2(M�M

0

)N

=

1

1+(M�M

0

)=M

>

1

1:01

> :99. 2

7

As long as we demand that very improbable, but nevertheless possible,

events be expliitly allowed for, the TPP annot be monotonially repre-

sented. Still, the following trivial monotoni approximation is worth noting.

Here the tailpipe is assumed to be initially lear, and the assumed hronile

and EC axiom for tailpipe plugging-up rule out any mishief.

7

It is interesting to note that sine we haven't said [t

1

℄p^ [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; Start))

[t

2

℄:r, the model ounting tehnique predits that with the tailpipe plugged, the

ar still has a 50% hane of starting, and that's why the lower bound on overall

suess probability is expeted to be slightly better than 99/100, namely 100/101.
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obs1 [0℄:r

obs2 [0℄:p

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(x; y), (t

1

; t

2

; x; y) = (6; 8; Joe; Start)

e�1 [t

1

℄:p ^ [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; Start) ) [t

2

℄r

exp1 [t

1

; t

2

℄p := T ) (9x)[t

1

::t

2

℄do(x; P lug)

Event-time ambiguity: the Tailpipe Marauder (TPM)

This variant of Sandewall's assumes that a potato is put in the tailpipe

somewhere between 8am and 5pm, but it is not known when. The attempt to

start the ar takes plae at 1:30pm, and the aim is not to reah a onlusion

about whether the ar starts or not.

TPM is muh less problemati for a monotoni approah than the orig-

inal TPP, sine it merely involves inomplete knowledge (about the time of

a known event), rather than \defeasible" knowledge (where one of the pos-

sibilities onsistent with our inomplete knowledge is muh more probable

than the others). I'll arbitrarily all the protagonist Joe and the antagonist

Moe, and assign a duration of 2 (two hundredths of an hour) to the Plug and

Start ations.

obs1 [0℄:r

obs2 [0℄:p

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(x; y) , (t

1

; t

2

; x; y) 2 f(1350; 1352; Joe; Start), (T; T+2;Moe; P lug)g,

800 � T � 1699

e�1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(x; P lug)) [t

2

℄p

e�2 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(x; Start) ) [[[t

1

℄p) [t

2

℄:r℄ ^ [[t

1

℄:p) [t

2

℄r℄℄

exp1 [t

1

; t

2

℄p := T ) [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Moe; P lug)

exp2 [t

1

; t

2

℄p := F ) [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Joe; Unplug)

exp3 [t

1

; t

2

℄r := T ) [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Joe; Start)

ineq1 u(Start; P lug; Unplug)

It is straightforward to show that neither [1352℄:r nor [1352℄r an be inferred.

Note that if we are given [1352℄:r, we an infer T < 1350 and if we are given

[1352℄r, we an infer T � 1350.

Event-order ambiguity: Tailpipe Repairman Senario (TPR)

In this variant, Sandewall assumes that the tailpipe is initially bloked, and

the ations of unplugging the tailpipe and trying to start the ar are done in

arbitrary order. No ation ordering should be inferrable, but it should follow

that the ar starts i� the unplugging is done �rst.

I inlude the gratuitous assumption that the tailpipe was unobstruted

prior to 8am, for onformity with Sandewall's axiomatization.

obs1 [800℄:r (not running at 8am)

obs2 [0℄:p (no potato previous midnight)
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obs3 [800℄p (potato in tailpipe at 8am)

hr1 [[t

1

; t

2

℄do(x; y) ^ (800 � t

1

� 1698)^ (800 � t

2

� 1698)℄

, (t

1

; t

2

; x; y) 2 f(T

1

; T

1

+2; Joe; Start); (T

2

; T

2

+2; Joe; Unplug)g

e�1 [[t

1

℄:p ^ [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; Start)℄) [t

2

℄r

e�2 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Joe; Unplug)) [t

2

℄:p

exp1 [t

1

; t

2

℄p := F ) (9x)[t

1

::t

2

℄do(x; Unplug)

exp2 [t

1

; t

2

℄p := T ) (9x)[t

1

::t

2

℄do(x; P lug)

exp3 [t

1

; t

2

℄r := T ) (9t

0

1

� t

1

)(9x)[t

0

1

℄:p ^ [t

0

1

::t

2

℄do(x; Start)

ineq1 u(Start; P lug; Unplug)

Neither [T

1

+2℄r nor [T

1

+2℄:r an be inferred. With assumption T

2

+2 � T

1

,

we would get [T

1

+ 2℄r, and for the ontrary assumption we �nd the ar will

never run. Given the extra premise obs2, it is also possible to dedue a Plug

ation prior to 8am.

Conditional durations: Furniture Assembly Senario

A furniture kit is initially unassembled. It is not known whether assembly

instrutions are inluded or not. (i or :i may hold.) The Assemble ation

is performed, and this requires 20 minutes for ompletion if the instrutions

were inluded and 60 minutes otherwise. The desired onlusion is just that

if the instrutions were inluded, the kit is assembled within 20 minutes, and

if not, within 60 minutes.

In the following axiomatization, T is the unknown assembly time. The

hronile says that the Assemble ation is my only ation, and ould easily

be re�ned to say it is my only ation between times 0 and T . (In fat, we

ould just have asserted [0; T ℄do(I; Assemble) { ompleteness is irrelevant

here.) Inlusion of the instrutions is treated as an atemporal (or permanent)

property, though it ould also be treated as a uent. No EC axioms are needed

and so none are shown.

obs1 [0℄:a

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(I; x), (t

1

; t

2

; x) = (0; T; Assemble)

e�1 i ^ [t

1

; t

2

℄do(I; Assemble)) [t

2

℄a ^ t

2

= t

1

+ 20

e�2 :i ^ [t

1

; t

2

℄do(I; Assemble)) [t

2

℄a ^ t

2

= t

1

+ 60

Reasoning: We easily reah the onlusion that [T ℄a and that T = 20 if i and

T = 60 if :i, using reasoning by ases.2

A stable world: Lifshitz's N bloks

Lifshitz's N-bloks world [21℄ provides one example of a slightly more om-

plex world than the previous ones. The world in the immediately following

example (the \stu�y room" senario) is likewise more omplex, and also less

sedate than the N-bloks world. As far as the EC/AC-based approah is on-

erned, neither presents any unusual hallenge (and indeed at least equally

ompliated ases were treated in Sh90).
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The N-bloks world allows movement of one blok onto another (with the

usual lear-top onditions, formulated in a slightly unusual way in terms of a

top funtion) or onto the table, and painting of a blok with one of three ol-

ors. There are axioms about uniqueness of destinations and resultant olors,

and so on. The aim is to ome up with the same state-transition hara-

terization of this world as Lifshitz obtains irumsriptively, i.e., (roughly)

nothing else hanges when a blok is moved or painted.

I will not spell out the details of the EC/AC-approah here, as this would

be rather pointless. In essene, one just adds EC axioms about the 5 uent

prediates employed (at; olor; true; false; lear): bloks hange at properties

only when moved, and hange olor only when painted, et. In fat, Reiter's

tehnique for automati bionditionalization of e�et axioms would work well

here. The reason it would be pointless to spell all this out is that in doing so,

one would assert preisely what Lifshitz sets out to prove by irumsribing

auses and preond!

The irumsriptive approah would be preferable if it ould be depended

on to give the desired persistene properties independently of the domain,

without any need to speify EC axioms. Let me reiterate that this is not in

general true, beause we do not in general have omplete knowledge of e�ets

(reall nextto).

An unstable world: Agatha's stu�y room

Lifshitz's world is as stable as one would expet a bloks world to be, whereas

in Ginsberg & Smith's \stu�y room" world [12℄ there is onsiderable latitude

for objets to \it about" unpreditably. They are apt to do so when Tyro,

Aunt Agatha's robot, moves an objet onto or away from one of the two ven-

tilation duts on the oor. This is laimed to be onsistent with the intuition

that light objets like newspapers may be shifted when the airow in the

room hanges.

I will onsider Winslett's variants of the original senarios ([35℄). These

senarios are designed to illustrate the advantages of Winslett's \possible

models approah" (PMA) over Ginsberg & Smith's In essene, the advantage

is insensitivity of nonmonotoni inferenes to the syntati form in whih

information is supplied.

Sandewall [30, 205-6℄ disusses the senarios briey, but does not attempt

to dupliate the results in his DFL-2 logi. His reason is that he does not

think the onlusions drawn are onvining. In partiular, he questions the

assumption that an objet plaed on a vent will stay put, while at the same

time this blokage of air ow an ause motion of an objet at another vent.

More generally, he suggests that we should not equivoate about the ausal

model (\abstration"): either things remain inert when we blok a vent, or

we should model the way in whih blokage inreases pressure, and the way

in whih this pressure in turn shifts lightweight objets.
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Sandewall has a point. In fat, lose srutiny of the examples reveals

that the minimization of net hange in the PMA (as in the PWA) has some

peuliar e�ets. For instane, the two vents at as \objet attrators" when

both are initially bloked and one of the bloking objets is removed. The

reason turns out to be that by attrating a bloking objet, the unbloked

dut an maintain its own \bloked" property and the \stu�y" property

of the room! On the other hand, when one vent is already bloked and a

bloking objet is plaed on the seond vent, the �rst vent is apt to blow o�

its obstruting objet, so as to maintain its \unbloked" property { and the

room's nonstu�y property. More generally, it seems quite odd to laim that

the PMA (or the PWA) somehow allows preisely for the physially plausible

sets of alternative side e�ets indued by an ation. There surely is no limit to

the number and type of potential side e�ets. One we have opened the door

to drafts, why should we not also admit e�ets transmitted through attahed

strings, magnets, eletrial ondutors, et.? These may have been leverly

hidden, and be no more apparent to the eye than the ventilator drafts; and

their relative improbability is surely not something that an magially pop

out of the logi we use.

Notwithstanding all that, it is of interest to enode this slightly bizarre

world monotonially, as a test of the exibility of the EC-based approah.

After all, one an make up a physis story about why the vents attrat and

repel objets as predited by the PMA. One one makes these physial as-

sumptions expliit through EC axioms, the harge of arbitrariness will no

longer stik. With regard to Sandewall's spei� objetion, one an imagine

that Tyro holds on to an objet after moving it, until the gusts aused by

the hanges in dut blokage have settled down. Enoding a more ausally

oherent world suh as Sandewall envisages would ertainly be possible as

well, indeed easier. EC axioms allow us to tailor the persistene knowledge

to �t the physis, relieving us from trying to make the physis fall out of the

semantis.

We begin with a set of timeless \laws" onstraining Aunt Agatha's living

room R. Everything is either a loation or is on something. For one thing

to be on another, the latter must be a loation while the former must not.

There are exatly two oor duts D

1

and D

2

. These and the oor (F loor)

are the only loations. A thing an be on only one loation and only the oor

an have more than one thing on it. A dut is bloked i� something is on it.

The room is stu�y i� both duts are bloked. Symbolially,

law1 loation(x) _ (9y)on(x; y)

law2 on(x; y)) [loation(y) ^ :loation(x)℄

law3 dut(x), x 2 fD

1

; D

2

g

law4 loation(x), [dut(x) _ x = F loor℄

law5 [on(x; y) ^ on(x; z)℄) y = z

law6 [on(x; y) ^ on(z; y)℄) [z = x _ y = F loor℄

law7 [dut(d) ^ (9x)on(x; d)℄ , bloked(d)
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law8 [bloked(D

1

) ^ bloked(D

2

)℄, stuffy(R)

Winslett's �rst senario was designed to illustrate the diÆulties that the

PWA enounters with the frame problem when some properties of the initial

state are entailed by the axioms but not expliitly asserted. Agatha's TV,

birdage C and magazine M are on D

1

; D

2

, and F loor respetively. There is

also a newspaper N but nothing is spei�ed about it (exept, one presumes,

that it is distint from the other things in this world). Note that if N is not a

loation it must be on a loation (law1), and sine the duts are oupied, it

must in fat be on the oor. The only available ation (performable by Tyro)

is Move(x; y), for whih it is neessary that y is the oor, or nothing is on y,

or x is already on y. Under these onditions the e�et is that x is on y.

By a areful onsideration of the possible models in all 3 of Winslett's

senarios, we �nd that the EC laws of this world should say the following.

First, an objet an it spontaneously to a dut only if that dut is initially

bloked and Tyro moves away a bloking objet from either one of the duts.

(Model-theoretially, this an avert hanges in \bloked" and \stu�y" prop-

erties.) Seond, an objet an it spontaneously to the oor only if it is on a

dut initially, the other dut is not bloked, and Tyro moves an objet from

the oor onto the other dut. (Model-theoretially, this an avert a hange

from a nonstu�y room to a stu�y one.)

Agatha now asks Tyro to move the TV to the oor. The desired onlusion

is that the TV will be on the oor, while other objets may it to one or the

other dut, in onformity with one of Winslett's 6 models.

obs1 [0℄(on(TV;D

1

) ^ on(C;D

2

) ^ on(M;F loor))

hr1 [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Tyro; x), (t

1

; t

2

; x) = (1; 2;Move(TV; F loor))

e�1 [[y = F loor _ [t

1

℄:on(z; y) _ [t

1

℄on(x; y)℄ ^ [t

1

; t

2

℄do(Tyro;Move(x; y)℄

) [t

2

℄on(x; y)

exp1 [[t

1

;t

2

℄on(x; y) := T ^ y 2 fD

1

; D

2

g℄) [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Tyro;Move(x; y))

_ [(9t � t

1

)[t℄bloked(y)

^ (9x

0

)[t℄[(on(x

0

; D

1

) _ on(x

0

; D

2

))

^ (9y

0

)[t℄[:on(x

0

; y

0

) ^ [t::t

2

℄do(Tyro;Move(x

0

; y

0

))℄℄℄

exp2 [[t

1

; t

2

℄on(x; F loor) := T ) [t

1

::t

2

℄do(Tyro;Move(x; F loor))

_ [(9t � t

1

)(9d

1

; d

2

2 fD

1

; D

2

g)[t℄on(x; d

1

) ^ :on(z; d

2

)

^ [t::t

2

℄do(Tyro;Move(x

0

; d

2

))℄

ineq1 u(D

1

; D

2

; F loor;M;N; TV )

ineq2 (x 6= x

0

_ y 6= y

0

)) u(Move(x; y);Move(x

0

; y

0

))

Reasoning: First, we obviously get [2℄on(TV; F loor) from hr1 and eff1. This

persists to time 3 sine if it beame false, on(TV; x) would have to beome

true for some x and so by exp1 there would have to be an additional Move

between times 2 and 3, ontrary to hr1. The additional onlusions desired

an be reformulated as follows:

1. If nothing its to dut D

1

, then only the TV moves to a new

loation;
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2. If one ofM;N its to D

1

, then only that objet and the TV move

to a new loation;

3. If C its to D

1

, then there are no onstraints on further itting

exept those ditated by the \laws". (So there is nothing further

to be proved in this ase.)

First we note that when Tyro moves the TV to the F loor, he makes no other

onurrent move. This follows from hr1, ineq1 and ineq2. So any additional

shifts are due to \itting". So to prove (1), assume nothing its to D

1

, so

that [2℄:on(x;D

1

). To omplete the analysis for time 2, we need only show

that age C does not it to the F loor. If C did it to the F loor, the seond

disjunt of exp2 would apply, and hr1 would fore the identi�ation t = 1;

at that time, if d

1

= D

1

then on(x; d

1

) would be false, and if d

2

= D

1

then

:on(z; d

2

) would be false. In either ase exp1 would be violated and so C

does not it to the F loor.

To prove (2), assume �rst that magazine M its to D

1

. One again we

need only show that C does not it to the oor. As before we �nd that if

it did, the seond disjunt of exp2 would be violated. The argument for the

ase that newspaper N its to D

1

is ompletely analogous. It remains to

show that there is no hange from time 2 to time 3, and this follows from the

fat that exp1 would require a further ation by Tyro between those times

for any on relationship to hange, and this is ruled out by hr1. (The \laws"

then also prevent hange of bloked and stu�y.) 2

Seond and third \stu�y room" variants

Winslett's seond variant was designed to show that the PWA an generate

unwarranted onlusions in the presene of a logially redundant disjuntion,

and the third to show that it makes a di�erene for inferenes under the

PWA whether or not an entailed negative literal is expliitly present. I will

not go into these exept to say that for the e�et and EC axioms above one

obtains the same alternative outomes for these senarios as are obtained by

Winslett's PMA.

Conurrent ations

In Sh90 I suggested that many of the alleged de�ienies of the situation

alulus, as a general alulus for ation and hange, were due simply to

neglet of the possibilities inherent in funtions of situations and ations.

In partiular, I suggested that (1) external hange ould be aommodated

by letting the usual Result(a; s) funtion predit suh hange (for instane,

Result(Wait-a-minute,s) might di�er signi�antly from s if s is a dynami

situation suh as one where the sun is about to rise); (2) ontinuous time and

ontinuous hange ould be aommodated with funtions like Clok-time(s)

and Trun(a; t), where the latter supplies an initial segment of duration t
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of ation a (so that s

0

= Result(Trun(a; t); s) is a situation t seonds after

situation s and Clok-time(s

0

) = Clok-time(s) + t); and (3) most impor-

tantly omposite ations, inluding onurrent ones, ould be aommodated

through ation omposition funtions suh as Seq(a; b) and Costart(a; b).

I worked through an example involving a man, a robot, and a at, where

the man walks from one plae to another while the robot onurrently piks

up and arries a box ontaining the (inative) at. I showed how persistene

reasoning based on EC ould be extended to suh a setting. For instane, the

EC axiom for olor hange says that if the olor of an objet is hanged in the

result state of a omposite ation, then that ation must have had a primitive

part in whih the objet is painted or dyed. I also showed how the usual e�ets

of independent ations exeuted onurrently ould be predited if ations are

provably ompatible. In the example, ompatibility of the onurrent ations

was taken to be a onsequene of disjointness of the \ation orridors" within

whih they happen to our. Rather than repeating suh an example here,

let me just reiterate that the solution was entirely monotoni, and that it an

easily be reast in TC form.

Gelfond et al.[25℄ independently made some proposals similar to my own

onerning the use of ation ombinators for dealing with onurrent ations

in the SC. Just as I was onerned with showing ertain onurrent ations to

be ompatible, they are onerned with showing that omposite ations (with

onurrent omponents) are free of onit. For them, this means that the

onurrent omponents do not have e�ets leading to di�erent values for the

same uent, and they employ irumsription of onit to minimize this sort

of adverse interation. While I onsidered only the ase where ompatibility

(lak of onit) is due to ation disjointness, Gelfond et al. also allow for

onstrutive interferene, whereby ertain e�ets of individual ations (like

spilling of soup in one-handed lifting of a soup bowl) are \anelled" in the

onurrent ase. These are interesting ideas, though their formulation is lim-

ited by the need to speify ausal relations in a situation-independent way

(a la [Lifshitz 1987℄; f., [Baker 1991℄). More importantly from the present

perspetive, the \blanket losure" assumptions implemented through irum-

sription are too strong, for muh the same reasons that losure of e�ets is

in general too strong. (Interferene is, after all, due to the e�ets of ations

on eah other.)

Lin and Shoham [24℄ provide a third, and also losely related, preliminary

proposal for allowing onurreny in SC. Their main onurrent ombinator

is written with set brakets, i.e., fAtion

1

, ..., Ation

n

g. Muh as in the earlier

attempts, a entral onern is enoding noninterferene between onurrent

ations. They make the apt observation that this problem is analogous to the

frame problem, i.e., by and large, ations don't interfere; aordingly, they

takle the problem by irumsriptively minimizing pairwise \anellation" of

given onurrent ations in given situations. In keeping with my approah to

the frame problem, I would instead suggest the use of EC-like axioms to rule
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out interferene; i.e., we speify various neessary onditions for various kinds

of ations to interfere, and rule these out where our observations and world

knowledge allow us to do so. In fat, the reasoning about \ation orridors" in

Sh90 I mentioned above involves just suh an EC-like axiom, viz., one that

states that for the physial motion of two objets to interfere, their paths must

interset { a reasonable postulate in many settings. If their paths are known

not to interset within a given time frame then we an infer noninterferene.

In this way we an avoid the extreme requirement of \epistemi ompleteness"

whih Lin and Shoham propose as a desideratum for ation formalizations.

The rami�ation problem

The rami�ation problem arises from the fat that the hanges diretly pro-

dued by an ation an entail additional hanges, whih an entail still further

hanges, and so on. The problem is to avoid exhaustively enumerating all the

resultant hanges in desribing the e�ets of an ation, yet be able to infer

those hanges (as needed).

Ginsberg [11℄ apparently regards the rami�ation problem as a diÆulty

for EC. However, a rather elaborate \robot's world" example in Sh90 [se-

tion 3℄ showed how well EC works even in the presene of rami�ations. The

rami�ations in that example are ones resulting from arbitrarily staked on-

tainment and on-relations. For instane, the robot may arry a box whih

ontains a up whih in turn ontains an egg. The inferene that the up and

egg are transported along with the box is easily made. We merely need to be

sure that the in and on relations persist, and for this we apply straightforward

EC axioms stating, for example, what needs to happen in order for an in-

relation to hange. (In the axiomatization in Sh90, the robot needed to take

the objet out of the ontainer, or take something else out of the ontainer

that \arries" the objet along with it; \arries" was in turn axiomatized to

allow for staked in/on/part-of relations.)

I see no partiular diÆulties in extending these tehniques to arbitrarily

omplex worlds. We neither need to diretly axiomatize the asaded e�ets

of an ation (rather we need only axiomatize \one link at a time" of the

ausal hains), nor retrae these asades expliitly in the EC axioms.

3 Coda: The Metaphysis of Change

A reent trend in NMR researh has been the development of riteria of

orretness for nonmonotoni theories of ation, based on \inertial" models.

Sandewall [30,31℄ is a prime example of this, and Gelfond & Lifshitz [8℄ is in

a similar spirit. In partiular, these orretness riteria assume that (A) the

world is totally inert exept for hanges wrought by the agent (Sandewall's

\ego"), and (B) we have total knowledge of ations and ation laws (and

state onstraints, if allowed).
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I do not aept (A), i.e., \ommonsense inertia". I think that while this is a

reasonable working assumption for some highly restrited, tightly ontrolled

domains, it is an untenable metaphysial position vis a vis \the world at

large".

We do ertainly seek invariants in the way we oneptualize the world;

and to the extent we sueed, we redue its pereived omplexity and an

ope more readily with it. But to extrapolate from our partial suess in this

quest for invariane to a metaphysis aording to whih the world really is

a set of passive objets with stati features, altered only by the intervention

of one or a few agents, seems to me utterly implausible. Does anyone, naive

or sophistiated, atually believe this? Ought not semantis aord with our

intuitions about the world?

Perhaps aademi researhers ontemplating these matters are more apt

than others to be impressed with the stability of the world, as their gaze

wanders over tranquil oÆe furnishings and inert papers and books, and

their obedient workstation passively awaits the next keystroke. If in addition

they understand omputation, they may �nd the notion that the world is like

a omputer's internal store, modi�ed only at the behest of the CPU, nearly

irresistible (and indeed this analogy has been alluded to by the father of

\ommonsense inertia" { MCarthy [26℄). I suspet that ab drivers, fatory

workers, weather reporters, stokbrokers, �remen or �shermen may have less

aÆnity for suh a metaphysis.

In my own metaphysis only the laws that govern uents are onstant,

not the uents themselves. The world is a haoti plae teeming with ativity

and hange at all time sales and \granularities"; and only areful hoie of

voabulary and oordinate frame and alulated neglet of many obvious

variables imposes a semblane of order and stability on some pathes of this

hubbub.

But aren't these pathes of stability enough to a�ord the proponents of

inertia worlds a foothold? Yes, but note that this amounts to a pretense: it's

not that the world is inert, just that for some purposes we an do business as

if it were. And this pretense, like any other, is brittle: it laks the robustness

of truth, breaking down at the edges as we shift out of the narrow domain

for whih the pretense was ontrived.

Of ourse, to the inertia adherents this simply indiates the need for a

ertain nimbleness in swithing from one pretense to another { shifting to

a new oordinate frame, a new voabulary of uents and ations reeting

new riteria of relevane, and semantially, to a new make-believe world of

inert objets (see [22℄). So there is one frame for physial ation within the

on�nes of the oÆe, another for oping with rush-hour traÆ, another for

maintaining the lawn, others for funtioning as part of various soial groups

and organizations (teahing, administering, parenting, hoir singing, et.),

and so on.
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But suh nimbleness will be hard to ahieve, sine (i) the number of speial

domains is large, (ii) the boundaries are blurry, (iii) they an merge rather

arbitrarily (a business meeting in an oÆe, parenting while driving in rush-

hour traÆ, et.), (iv) they don't always admit a stati view of the relevant

aspets, however adroitly we hoose our frame, and (v) worst of all { at

least from a logiist perspetive { the knowledge of what frame is appropriate

under what irumstanes an have no oherent semantis, sine there is no

omprehensive inertia world in whih the various make-believe miro-worlds

an be embedded. The real world just isn't inert!

Wouldn't it be preferable to view the world realistially in the �rst plae

{ exploiting the stabilities and regularities we �nd, of ourse, but treating

these as ontingent knowledge, for instane as knowledge about (ommon-

sense) physis, or (ommonsense) psyhology, et., rather than as a matter

or metaphysis? I laim that this an and should be done, through appropri-

ate, limited explanation losure axioms (in onjuntion with e�et axioms).

Nor do I aept the epistemi assumption (B). Briey, (i) We don't know

all the ations in the world that have taken plae or will take plae. (ii) We

don't know all the e�ets of all the ations we know about on all the uents

we are about. (iii) We don't know all relevant state onstraints. (iv) We

live in a world where there are many other agents as well as spontaneous

hange. (v) E�ets may ramify unboundedly and a�et unboundedly many

uents. (E.g., onsider an objet's distane from all others, when that objet

is moved.)

In short, it seems to me that methods based on inertia-world semantis

are forever doomed to be appliable only to narrow, largely passive, insu-

lated, thoroughly \predigested" domains, where moreover we have more or

less omplete knowledge of relevant ations and uents, and the laws that

govern them. The EC/AC approah laks these metaphysial and epistemi

overommitments, yet an deal with the frame problem and has the exibility

to enompass multiple domains without inonsisteny.

4 Conlusion

I have tried in this report to explore the sope of a partiular tehnique,

EC/AC-based reasoning in dynami worlds, more fully than is the standard

pratie. I hope to have provided enough of the tehnial gist of the proposed

EC/AC-based solutions to Sandewall's test suite to support my ontention

that muh of the reasoning ommonly thought to require nonmonotoni meth-

ods an in fat be done monotonially.

I should reiterate that in saying this, I am not suggesting that mono-

toni reasoning is all you really need. A monotoni theory of any realistially

omplex, dynami world is bound to be an approximation, in the sense that

it ignores both improbable quali�ations on the e�ets of ations, and far-
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fethed explanations for hange. We simply annot express in ordinary FOL

that ertain kinds of events are very unlikely but may nonetheless our. For

this, we need to go beyond FOL, as has been done in nonmonotoni and

probabilisti logis.

But I think the literature on nonmonotoni logis has put too muh of the

burden of ommonsense reasoning (espeially too muh of the task of inferring

persistene and hange) on nonmonotoni methods. An adverse e�et has

been a onfusion between narrative priniples and logi, and between physis

and logi. The very terms \persistene" and \inertia" used as model-theoreti

notions are suspet, sine objets stay put, or keep moving, for physial rather

than model-theoreti reasons. As well, the over-deployment of nonmonotoni

methods has reated omputational intratability problems, where relatively

simple monotoni methods would have suÆed.

The EC/AC-based approah seems to deal with most of the issues ad-

dressed by Sandewall's test suite rather handily. It does not render things

quiesent (or nonexistent) merely beause nothing is known about them, it

does not spawn spurious events to minimize hange, it does not fail when

aimed bakward in time, and it does not arbitrarily hoose between dis-

junts. Plausible EC and AC axioms are not hard to onjure up (and as

Reiter showed, the former an sometimes be obtained mehanially), they do

not work in mysterious ways, and they work omputably and even eÆiently

(in STRIPS-like settings). It therefore seems well worthwhile to further in-

vestigate EC/AC-based methods, e.g., for planning appliations. One of the

most interesting diretions for further work is to use probabilistially quali�ed

EC and AC axioms in a probabilisti logi setting (f. the earlier itations of

work by Bahus and Tenenberg & Weber); i.e., we would say suh-and-suh

a hange is very likely due to this or that kind of ation, and suh-and-suh

ations are very probably the only relevant ones that ourred in a ertain

setting. At that point we would be ready to address the quali�ation prob-

lem in full, while still exploiting the power of EC and AC to infer (probable)

persistene or hange.
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